Driven BY DESIGN

We’re iconic and a bit ironic. We’re TONIK! We’re a hospitality furniture brand wrapped around a full blown design statement that pushes beyond boundaries and transforms everyday spaces into funky slices of paradise that connect people. So take a trip. Take a dip. Take a sip. The world is a lot more interesting with a splash of TONIK.

Visionary and prolific, Karim Rashid is one of the most unique voices in design today. With more than 4000 designs in production, nearly 300 awards to his name, and client work in over 40 countries, Karim’s ability to transcend typology continues to make him a force among designers of his generation. And he’s a pretty slick dresser with cool tattoos to boot.
Here’s a page that tells you what page stuff is on. It’s called a Table of Contents. But we have chairs, stools, planters and other things, too.
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2 Palettes are way better than one

POP

Cloud  Coral  Canary  Tangerine

Fuchsia  Chartreuse  Mint Sea  Cobalt

Malibu  Lily Pad  Habanero  Moonglow
BLISS

Cloud  Parisian Sky  Dusty Lilac  Midnight Blue

Graphite  Kimono Red  Grey Velvet  River Rock

Ballet Slipper  Raven  Moonglow
**Goby™ Love Seat**
75.625” Wide / 29.5” High / 31.375” Deep
G20 / Graphite with Cloud Inset

**Goby™ Lounge**
44” Wide / 29.5” High / 31.375” Deep
G10 / Graphite with Cloud Inset

**Goby™ Coffee Table**
43.375” Wide / 15.5” High / 25.75” Deep
G50 / Graphite with Cloud Inset
According to Wikipedia, Goby “are fishes of the family Gobiidae.” Gobi is also a desert within China and Mongolia. Neither one inspired the name of this collection, but we regress and present to you this series of products that embodies organic simplicity. This modular lounge seating with a curvaceous signature shape has interplay of concavity and convexity, bringing optimal comfort and a revitalizing pop of color to any space. We have upped the style quotient by having a single tone version or adding a secondary color to the front interior.
Swizzle™ Stool / SW16 / Cloud

Swizzle™ Stool

Swizzle you spin me right round baby right round like a record. Longing for the days of 80’s hair bands, we made a nonconventional stool that is twisted in a good way. Full of motion, the collection embodies both movement and perfect balance. Its easy-to-grip ridges make it a breeze to carry and puts a new spin on seating. So lets go grab some cassettes and make a mix tape.
Swizzle™ Stool
18.125” Wide / 17” High / 18.125” Deep
SW16 / Kimono Red
**Riptide™ Bench**
85.75” Wide / 8.125” High / 28.5” Deep
RT25 / Malibu

**Riptide™ Seat**
41.75” Wide / 33” High / 33.75” Deep
RT11 / Malibu

**Riptide™ Wishbone**
86” Wide (Longest End)
18.25” High
RT35 / Malibu
Riptide™ Seating

Nooooo, we did not steal this name from an oh-so-popular 2014 song (#MaybeWeDid). Despite that, Riptide is a modular bench seating system composed of three primary shapes capable of endless configurations. Seats, and Wishbones, and Benches, oh my. You can write your name and even draw an outline of a baby Unicorn with it. How cool is that? Once you’ve configured your masterpiece, keep it together with optional ganging plates. And by the Power of Grayskull, you can opt for added USB ports to charge digital devices when using the product indoors.
This is Jux the beginning. Truly elegant, our interpretation of bar sets feature stretched and continuous shapes that are folded and flared. Deceptively simple at first glance, the Jux collection contains great complexity. Like a fine wine. But we aren’t picky. We drink the cheap stuff, too.
Jux™ Bar Stool
18” Wide / 34.125” High / 17” Deep / JX16 / River Rock

Jux™ Bar Table*
42” High / 24” Wide / 24” Deep / JX41 / River Rock

Jux™ Chair
20.5” Wide / 32.5” High / 22.875” Deep / JX11 / Cloud
Kanga™ Stool / Side Table
21” Wide / 18.25” High / 22.5” Deep
KG16 / Tangerine
In Africa, some people wear a colorful garment called a Kanga. That has absolutely nothing to do with this product, but don’t you feel smarter now? Our Kanga, on the other hand, is a stool/side table with a sense of movement even when it is still. Kanga’s center “pouch” shields drinks and phones from the sun, for those rare moments when you aren’t sipping on a cold drink and scrolling through your Instagram feed.
Dimple™ Stool/Planter

Dimple is a multi-use marvel with a super cute name that yells “take me home.” Flipped on one side, it is a stool. Flipped to the other, it becomes the perfect planter. Its “dimples” on the side invite you to link them one to another, creating a connected row of multi-functional pods. Like our pitch man with a deep voice says, “Dimple, a product that has more than just a cute name.”
Dimple™ Stool/Planter
24.375” Wide / 18” High / 24.375” Deep
DP17 / Chartreuse as Planter (Above)
Lily Pad as Stool (Left)
Dottie™
13.75” Wide / 17.5” High / 20.25” Deep
DTM100 / Coral
Meet Dottie, our mascot. Maybe you herd about her. Our designers thought the boss yelled “Holy Sheep” from his office once and they got right on it. Yeah, we know, right? This cute little sucker exudes character and friendliness. Its bulbous puffs and bright, outgoing colors make it the ideal conversation piece.

See where she’s flocked to and add your own photos on social media. #WheresDottie
Are you ready to rock? Welcome to the stage, Huey! This product is an ultra-modern take on the timeless concept of the rocking chair. Its bold curves and seamless motion shred like a blistering guitar riff. Man, this chair definitely has design chops and a killer molded shape. Whether you prefer our 18” seat height or our more petite frame friendly 16” version, with Huey you will definitely rock your night away.
Designed By
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Huey™ 18
27” Wide / 44” High / 45.125” Deep
HY18 / Mint Sea

Huey™ 16
25.5” Wide / 40.25” High
40.125” Deep
HY16 / Parisian Sky

surf TONIKWORLD.COM / call 844-TONIK45
GET Lit:

“Mama always told me not to look into the eye of the sun. But mama, that’s where the fun is”. And oh what fun it is when you order TONIK in its illuminated version. Most of our collection can be illuminated with rechargeable, remote controlled LED lights that can change into a multitude of colors. Single lights can take run up to 12 hours on a single charge.
Deets for our PEEPS:

Our favorite movie is the dirty dozen. Know what else we like dirty? Our martinis 8)

1. 100 percent recyclable because we love the trees and bees.

2. Rotationally molded and made with high-impact polyethylene. Strong and Good Looking. Swipe Right.

3. Our color is fully compounded, we call it TruColor.™ Shout out to Cyndi Lauper.

4. Our superhero powers make us easy to clean and chemically resistant to chlorine, bleach, and salt solutions. Spill your drink on us. It’s going to happen anyway.

5. We don’t need sunblock. We have enhanced UV resistant formulation that reduces our chance of fading.

6. All of our products are GREENGUARD Gold Certified and formulated for indoor/ outdoor use. They are also FDA approved for use around food environments.

7. Many TONIK products are designed to be ballasted with sand to make them heavier, kinda like carb loading.

8. Most products can be illuminated by reading Nietzsche. Or by ordering them with UL certified rechargable LED lights with remote controls to illuminate in tons of colors.

9. Illumination is only available in our Moonglow color. We cannot make light heavy or heavy light. It must be a physics thing.

10. Products have a 5 year limited replacement warranty, and lighting elements have a one year manufacturer’s warranty. But the memories last a lifetime.

11. Products withstand 500 lbs., or 227 kgs. No real gorillas are harmed in our testing.

12. Made in the USA